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Fall in love with parking











  




























 [image: Icon of footprint]
Up to 50 % less footprint for parking
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Ultimately convenient parking








 [image: Icon of green mobility]
Powerhouse for green mobility
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Highest reliability in automated parking
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Parkstory is the future of parking
Parking should waste less space, time and resources while being truly convenient. Now it finally does.
Parkstory creates a revolutionary enjoyable, reliable and time saving parking experience. Our automated parking system opens impressive opportunities to make residential and public parking more attractive, sustainable and future proof. While improving cost and profitability at the same time.
Parkstory needs half of the space and radically less time, and costs for set-up, service & maintenance and operations compared to conventional parking systems. We eliminate street parking and self-parking garages with a truly convenient, safe and modern parking experience.
This enables residential developers and city planners to re-think space for parking and re-use it to enable green and flexible mobility. Or just more beautiful green environments while also re-gaining commercial space. Let’s make the new state of the art in parking technology a reality!













  

 

  

 

  

 

  

 




  







Parkstory is a powerhouse for green electric mobility
Our iconic park towers are a design and service revolution in every neighborhood. Each of our parking slots is equipped with intelligent and user-friendly e-charging possibility.
Our unique e-charging solution optimizes electric charging infrastructure and increases consumer convenience significantly. We can store and charge any kind of mobility: bicycles, scooters, cars. Manage the entire charging process and define your timing, speed of charging, payment at your convenience.
By cutting the footprint for parking by at least by 50%, we free space to be re-used for green and flexible mobility. Parkstory brings all the new contemporary mobility solutions together in a user-friendly way.
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Parkstory improves the complete consumer journey from finding, ordering, using and sharing parking space.











A true innovation for residential developers and municipalities
Our superior, proven and reliable technology drives the transformation towards better living environments.
Parkstory provides substantial benefits for developers and municipalities in cost for set-up, service & maintenance and operations compared to conventional parking solutions. We eliminate street parking and self-parking garages with a truly convenient, safe and modern parking experience.
This enables our partners to re-think space for parking and re-use it to enable green and flexible mobility. Or just more beautiful green environments while also re-gaining commercial space.
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Highest reliability with automated parking
With over one million parking processes Parkstory is one of the pioneers in modern parking – Cars are retrieved in less than two minutes.




























Parkstory is a game-changing automated parking system in the world of parking, housing and charging












 [image: Icon of Modernity]
Modernity
We support people to live a modern life using new and reliable technology and becoming an active driver of new mobility.








 [image: Icon of Safety]
Safety
We go beyond safety and give peace of mind to the experience of parking.








 [image: Icon of Convenience]
Convenience
We offer a seamless and convenient experience with parking, charging and mobility.
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Beauty
We enable more attractive living environments.








 [image: Icon of Sustainability]
Sustainability
Reducing emissions is crucial for our future. We care about carbon footprint by enabling green energy and flexible electric mobility.
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Engagement & sharing
People are willing to engage if the cause is really good. Ours is.
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